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MOVEMENT

San Jose joins the May Day march
BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

KRISTIN LAM | SPARTAN DAILY

Demonstrators shut down three miles of
Santa Clara Street for the Silicon Valley
May Day march on Monday. San Jose’s
10,000 participants joined hundreds of cities
across the country advocating for workers’
and immigrants’ rights.
The march began at the Mexican
Heritage Plaza on Alum Rock Avenue.
Traditionally dressed Aztec dancers
adorned in feathered headpieces led the
march down Santa Clara Street.
Demonstrators both young and old lined
up along the plaza as they prepared to make
their way to Arena Green West park near the
SAP Center.
“It was important for me to represent
Mexican students and Latinos in higher
education,” said child development senior
Juan Huerta. “Not just as part of the
working class, but as students representing
our culture.”
Different stores, restaurants and
businesses around San Jose decided to
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Over 10,000 San Jose residents show their support for immigrants and workers by participating in the Silicon Valley May Day march.

TITLE IX

Campus Climate conversation addresses concerns
BY ISABELLE THAM
Staff Writer

ISABELLE THAM | SPARTAN DAILY
Chief diversity officer Kathleen Wong(Lau) talks about
various issues at the Campus Climate discussion.

The Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion hosted the Campus
Climate Conversation on Monday
for students to address concerns to
university administrators about the
state of the campus.
“Our obligation is to support
students on campus,” said diversity
chief officer Kathleen Wong(Lau).
Before opening the discussion, she
introduced the office’s objectives to a
crowd of about twenty students.
“I live in the residence halls so I
only really hear what the residents
[on campus] have to say. I can’t hear

PERFORMANCE

what commuters or other people feel,”
said political science freshman and
incoming A.S. Director of Intercultural
Affairs Branden Parent. “It’s difficult. I
came out here to see what the campus
had to say as a whole.”
Aside from overseeing Title IX
cases – on discrimination, harassment
and sexual violence – the Office of
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion works
to ensure that students, faculty and
staff are trained in understanding and
combating bias on campus.
“How do we work with them to
understand the diversity of campus?”
Wong(Lau) said.
Those who have received training
on bias include 105 resident advisors,

60 departmental chairs and directors
and 30 campus advisers. Wong(Lau)
will facilitate trainings to over 9,000
incoming freshmen and transfer
students by the end of this year’s
summer orientations.
The office’s work extends to include
training for white faculty on becoming
allies to people of color on campus.
“I think the goal for me is to
give people compelling reasons to
understand why what they do and how
they interact with people matters,”
Wong(Lau) said.
An initiative that formed in
response to the racially-charged hate
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TAKE BACK THE NIGHT

CSU Ferguson speaks out Students hold rally to raise
against oppression in U.S. awareness of sexual assault
BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer

San Jose State University hosted “CSU
Ferguson: Echoes of Oppression,” which
was put on by Cal State East Bay’s
Department of Theater and Dance last
Thursday at Morris Dailey Auditorium.
This two-and-half-hour event featured
musical performances, skits, poems and
spoken word pieces from Cal State East
Bay as well as SJSU students and alumni
with the goal of speaking out against the
oppression that people face.
“We are just trying to teach everyone
that all oppression is related,” said Ann
Fajilan, CSU Ferguson creator and
associate professor of Theater and Dance
at Cal State East Bay. “So when we take
care of one, we take care of all. We are
just too separated. We are trying to spread
the love and [hope] that people carry this
message to more people.”
This is the fifth production of “CSU
Ferguson: Echoes of Oppression” and the
first time it was hosted at SJSU.
Although many of the collaborative
performances featured published works,
several pieces had a more personal touch
because they were written by the students.

Some of the students on stage broke
down in tears as they spoke about their
personal experiences with oppression.
Olivia Ferguson, a CSU Ferguson
performer, talked about how she faced
oppression every day at home with her
family members and her friends. Being
Samoan and black, Ferguson didn’t feel
she fit in with her social group of friends
because she wasn’t full black or full
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David Doherty held up his hands while
performing “How I feel” on Thursday.

BY DAVID TAUB
Staff Writer

San Jose State’s Gender Equity Center
held its annual Take Back the Night
demonstration last Thursday. The event
is a full day of activities centered around
raising awareness about sexual assault and
how to stop sexual violence.
The demonstration colmunated with
a speak out, where survivors of sexual
assault told their stories that involved
abuse by friends, romantic partners and
parents, along with a march around the
SJSU campus.
Take Back the Night is an international
event that has its roots in the 1970s and that
has continued to raise awareness around
sexual assault. Some of the earliest Take
Back the Night events happened in San
Francisco, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
Presently hundreds of demonstrations
associated with Take Back the Night are
held all over the world. They include
marches, rallies and vigils intended as
protest and direct action against rape and
other forms of sexual, relationship and
domestic violence.
According to Sam Brechlin, Education
Programmer at the Gender Equity Center
at SJSU, San Jose State University has
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Sexual assault survivors and supporters
marched around campus on Thursday.

participated in Take Back the Night for at
least the last decade.
“The goal of Take Back the Night is to
bring awareness and to raise up voices
of both survivors and people that want
to advocate against sexual assault,”
Brechlin said.
According to the Rape, Abuse &
Incest National Network (RAINN), the
nation’s largest anti-sexual violence
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Demonstrators march down Santa Clara Street in the May Day march which supports immigrants’ and workers’ rights during President Trump’s administration on Monday afternoon.

SUPPORT
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close down their shops in order to stand in solidarity with
workers. Stores such as El Chalteco on Alumn Rock, the
Arteagas grocery store chain and Mi Pueblo supermarket
closed for the day.
Organizations from San Jose State University attended
and participated in the march. Student Advocates for
Higher Education (SAHE), Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Azatlan (MEChA) and Anakbayan Silicon
Valley joined the movement.
“It was important for me to show up because, although
I am not personally affected by these policies, a lot of
people that I know and love are,” said SJSU alumna and
SAHE member Nancy Contreras.
Along with SJSU organizations, different groups from
the community like Services, Immigration Right and
Education Network (SIREN) and the Service Employee

SURVIVORS
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organization, 23.1 percent of female
undergraduate students will experience rape
or sexual assault through physical force,
violence or incapacitation.
Bonnie Sugiyama, Director of the Gender
Equity Center and PRIDE Center, said that
sexual assault on college campuses is a
“huge problem.”
“Specifically within colleges, one in four
women will experience an attempted sexual
assault in their college career and so it’s a
pervasive problem,” Sugiyama said. “When
somebody is assaulted, it does impact their
college career. A lot of times students actually
drop out because of depression, anxiety
and fear.”
One high profile occurrence of alleged
sexual violence at SJSU took place last year.
Two female SJSU students were reportedly
sexually assaulted by an international men’s
water polo player who has since left the
country. The event showed that sexual assault
is still a very real problem on the San Jose
State campus.
Kamela Rasmussen is a student at San Jose
State and a survivor of sexual assault.
When she was sixteen, she was raped by
her boyfriend at the time and she struggled for
a long time with coming to terms with what
happened to her.

International Union (SEIU) also marched with families,
children and students.
The May Day march, also known as International
Workers Day, is typically held on the first day of May.
According to the New York Times, in the United States,
May Day is meant to represent the struggles of workers
and employees.
The San Jose Police Department along with
volunteers blocked off the streets as protesters made
their way downtown.
Officials from the May Day march encouraged students
to skip school, employees to call out sick from work and
consumers to refrain from spending in order to make a
statement economically.
There were women with their children in strollers,
young children holding signs and high school students
chanting during the march.
Employees from different shops down Santa Clara
brought out cases of water and distributed bottles to the
marchers during the 87 degree weather.
Demonstrators chanted “No Trump, no KKK, no

“I still have trauma from it,” Rasmussen
said. “In October he [her abuser] had sent me a
Facebook friend request and it terrorized me.
I couldn’t sleep.”
Stories like Rasmussen’s occur often on
college campuses across the United States and
events like Take Back the Night help to raise
awareness in regards to the problem.
According to Sugiyama, in order to stop
sexual assault on university campuses, there
will have to be a change in college culture.
“The number one thing is creating a culture
of consent on campus,” Sugiyama said. “In
the past people have said ‘no means no,’ but
consent is a positive thing so really, ‘yes me
Brechlin said students should care about
stopping sexual assault and get involved in
stopping it because it affects everyone.
“It affects them, it affects their friends and
it definitely affects someone they will know in
their lifetime,” Brechlin said.
According to Brechlin, one of the most
powerful things that students can do is to just
be there for their peers that have experienced
sexual assault.
“The number one thing that we always say
to do is to listen,” Brechlin said. “Listening
believing and validating that individual is one
way to show them that we are there to listen,
and to show them other resources so that they
know that there are ways to reach out.”

Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3

Correction
On Thursday, April 27, the Spartan Daily
published an article where the MOSAIC Cross
Cultural Center was said to have been involved,
when it was by the PRIDE cener. The Spartan
Daily regrets this error.

fascist USA,” “No Ban, no fear, immigrants are welcome
here” and “Sí, se puede.”
Many of those who participated in the May Day
march protested against President Donald Trump’s
administration and his stance on immigration.
During the presidential campaign, Trump said that he
would construct a wall in order to keep illegal immigrants
from entering the country. In his speech last June, Trump
specifically called Mexicans rapists and criminals.
During his campaign trail he said he would repeal
former President Obama’s executive order, Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA).
“I think it’s important to organize a massive
movement to resist the new administration,” said history
senior and MEChA member Guadalupe Elicea.
The march ended near the SAP Center where protesters
rested on the grass while the Aztec dancers performed
for the crowd.
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crime in 2013 that occurred in one
of the residence halls, the Office of
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion acts
as the epicenter to the university’s
commitment to diversity.
Wong(Lau) said San Jose State
“scored horribly” in its effort to
strengthen campus climate in the
Western Association of Schools and
Colleges’ review in 2015. She hopes
the work that the office is doing
will help to increase visibility of
campus resources and add to campus
climate efforts.
“I understand the feedback I get
is either really good news or really
bad stuff,” Wong(Lau) said. ‘It’s
hard for me to average, but I think
overall they’re [students] beginning
to see folks on campus who they can
work with.”

PREJUDICE
Continued from page 1
Samoan, so she had to try hard to fit in
both worlds.
There were approximately 65 audience
members in attendance and they sat
in complete darkness with eyes drawn
towards the stage which was backlit by
red lighting. During the performances,
many audience members expressed
audible reactions as they listened to the
thought-provoking words.
“The message I wanted to share with
a lot of my peers is a sense of hope,”
said Romar Lamano, CSU Ferguson
performer and theater arts major at
Cal State East Bay. ”What we try to do
here is inspire students or anyone that
watches the show to go out there and
share their story because it could help
those that feel oppressed feel that they
are not alone.”
This performance touched on
oppression, which many different social
groups face in their lives. It didn’t
just focus on racial issues, but on the
prejudice that people can be subjected

Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove

During the discussion, students
raised concerns about funding
for access to food pantries on
campus, lack of counseling services,
student organization funding and
faculty diversity.
“The high cost of housing for
example has an effect on our students,
faculty and staff,” said deputy
diversity officer Fernanda PerdomoArciniegas. “You have to see it’s not
just what’s happening at San Jose State
but citywide and nationwide.”
Following last year’s election, the
office held a campus-wide discussion
for students to express their feelings
and frustrations.
“I think the current climate is a
difficult climate for a lot of people and
the campus reflects that, but I think
we’re trying to build capacity to build
it across campus,” Wong(Lau) said.

Follow Isabelle on Twitter
@isabelletham

to because of their sexual identity,
disability or sexual preference.
“Everybody has been through
some sort of struggle and everyone
has some experience in life that is
unfortunate,” said SJSU alumna and
guest rapper Shannon Penn. “I think
that performances like this help to
give people strength and break down
that barrier to get people to stand up
and speak about their experiences and
spread the message of hope.”
At the end of the live performance,
a community forum was held, which
allowed audience members to share
their thoughts on how they felt about
oppression and social injustice. Many of
the students in attendance spoke about
the power of speech and expressed
gratitude to all of the members
of the “CSU Ferguson: Echoes of
Oppression” troupe.
“We have performed four shows
in December and this is the first
performance this year,” Fajilan said.
“We are hoping to develop performances
next year.”
Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara
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Downtown San Jose gets funky
Sweeney Todd
for International Jazz Day
executes SJ show
BY TIANA WALKER
Staff Writer

San Jose streets were filled with the sounds of jazz
Sunday. The city of San Jose celebrated International
Jazz Day at the Hammer Theatre Center from 12
p.m. to 8 p.m.
This event was sponsored by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and the San Jose Office of Cultural
Affairs. It was co-presented by San Jose Jazz and
San Jose State University.
“Jazz is an international music genre that really
transcends boundaries,” said Director of the San
Jose Office of Cultural Affairs Kerry Adams Hapner.
“It transcends borders and it’s really important
to celebrate.”
There were free events for the community at
the Hammer Theatre Center Plaza and inside the
theatre. The theatre also held a screening of “1959,
The Year that Changed Jazz,” and performances
from Will Calhoun and his band, as well as San
Jose State University Jazz Orchestra with vocalist
Tiffany Austin.
Earlier in the day, the event featured performances
from FutureArtsNow!, SJZ, Progressions Ensemble,
SJZ High School All-Stars U19s and Howard Wiley
and Extra Nappy in the afternoon out on the plaza.
A little before 5 p.m. the community poured
into the Hammer Theatre for Will Calhoun’s
performance. The audience grew and nearly filled
the 532 seat auditorium.
The Hammer Theatre has recently been renovated.
Following a partnership with San Jose State, the
theatre has undergone $2 million remodeling.
“It’s nice to have rejuvenated places to play you
don’t see that a lot in the states,” Calhoun said.
Calhoun believes that the lack of funding for the
arts makes it difficult to perform. Originally from
New York, he said he went from 15 to 20 places to
perform at to play to just one.
“That changes the dimension of the music,”
Calhoun said. “I think it sort of homogenizes
the art form. It makes it more difficult for us to
express ourselves. You have to find other means
and sometimes the phone and the pad are not it. You
want to get in front of people and play.”
The day was filled with original compositions
to renditions from the music of John Coltrane and
Bessie Smith.
San Jose’s International Jazz Day ended with a
performance from SJSU’s Jazz Orchestra directed
by Dr. Aaron Lington.
Lington directs the high school all-star band and

TIANA WALKER | SPARTAN DAILY
Vocalist Tiffany Austin joined the SJSU Jazz Orchestra to
celebrate International Jazz Day at Hammer Theatre.

runs the jazz degree program at SJSU.
Students in the jazz degree program have to play
about 7-8 concerts a year. International Jazz Day is
just one of the programs the school participates in
for the community.
“I wish I could say it was an act of philanthropy,
but I really just love playing music,” said pianist and
graduate student Alec Huntley.
The San Jose State Orchestra was joined by
vocalist Tiffany Austin. Austin majored in literature
for undergraduate and then traveled to Japan to be a
singer. She later came back to the states to study law
at University of California, Berkeley because she
thought she needed a “real job.”
“Music wouldn’t let me go and shook me every
time I tried to do something else,” Austin said. She
returned to music after graduating from Berkeley.
International Jazz Day was officially designated
as April 30 in 2011 by UNESCO. According to
Brandon Roos, San Jose’s celebration was the largest
in Northern California.
“Jazz is a thing that thrives in a live setting,” said
San Jose Jazz marketing associate Brandon Roos.
“Being able to bring people in free of charge in a
space as beautiful as this and to bring in a world class
artist such as Will Calhoun is such a great thing.”

Follow Tiana on Twitter
@itsmetiana_w

Chicano and Latino organizations
showcase culture at Molcajete Fest

SELINA RAMIREZ | SPARTAN DAILY
Students get a taste of authentic Mexican tacos at the
Molcajete Fest on Thursday.

BY SELINA RAMIREZ
Staff Writer
The sounds of marinated meat sizzling on the grill
and the lively beats of Latin music filled the Smith
and Carlos Lawn at Molcajete Fest on Thursday.
Hosted by San Jose State’s Gente Unida and
brought together Chicano and Latino organizations
on campus the annual event was meant to celebrate
and showcase Latino culture at SJSU.
A “molcajete” is the Mexican version of the mortar
and pestle. The stone tool is used in traditional
Mexican cooking to grind up spices and to prepare
salsa or guacamole.
Gente Unida aims to unite the Latino organizations
at SJSU and is made up of representatives from each
Latino organization.
“We all need to get together and take action,” said
health science junior Heidy Garcia. “We came out
today to be involved in our Latino community.”
Organizations including A.L.M.A.S., SAHE, Sigma
Pi Alpha, Chicano Commencement, El Espartano
Noticias and Lambda Theta Nu set up tables where
they offered games, prizes and the opportunity to
learn about each Latino organization’s purpose
and contributions.
“We wanted an event where everybody could enjoy

themselves,” said sociology senior Ruth Zavala.
Zavala said none of the organizations’ members
wanted to sell anything so they could focus on having
fun and sharing the best about their organizations.
Members of SJSU’s Chicano Commencement
attended the annual fest to promote their take
on a commencement ceremony and get students
interested in participating.
“It’s a way to celebrate Latino achievements as
a community,” said anthropology senior Elsey
Arreola. “It’s a very personalized experience, but at
the same time you’re with your peers who have all
been through similar struggles.”
In addition to providing information about
resources available for Latino students at SJSU,
many organizations aimed to shed light on issues
affecting the Latino community in San Jose.
“We want to raise awareness to how many Latinos
struggle reading and how it affects them in their
future,” Garcia said.
Student Advocates for Higher Education
(SAHE) provided information about resources
for undocumented students at SJSU and tried to
debunk some misconceptions about undocumented
immigrants with a question and answer game.
“It was important for me to give back to the
community,” said aerospace engineering junior Jose
Jaime Esquivel Patricio. “One way I did it was by
going to schools and telling them how to get to college
by addressing AB 540, DREAM Act [and] all the tools
that students needed that I didn’t know about.”
In her welcome speech, the newly elected A.S.
president Ariadna Manzo invited the Latino
organizations to support each other and display
Latino culture to the campus community.
Attendees had a chance to indulge in a plate of
authentic Mexican tacos and watch members of
Grupo Folklorico Luna y Sol de San Jose State dance
along to the vibrant music of Mariachi Mexicanismo.
“I wanted to check out the different groups on
campus,” said sociology graduate student Terri
Leon. “I really liked getting to know more about
them and maybe even perhaps join next semester.”

Follow Selina on Twitter
@selina_ramirez_

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHILDREN’S MUSICAL THEATER
Sweeney Todd, played by Mark Martinez, and Mrs. Lovett,
played by Kristen Hermosillo, perform the “Worst Pies in
London” scene at the Montgomery Theater.

BY SATVIR SAINI
Staff Writer
I first fell in love with Sweeney Todd when Johnny
Depp played the role in the 2007 musical version
directed by Tim Burton. Originally it was a British
musical thriller composed by Stephen Sondheim
and directed by Kevin Hauge in 1865.
The musical “Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber
of Fleet Street” was performed at the Montgomery
Theater in San Jose on April 21.
Sweeney Todd takes place in London during
the 19th century. Benjamin Barker, who goes by
Sweeney Todd, returns after being exiled for 15
years for a crime. He returns in hopes to be reunited
with his wife and daughter, but things take a
horrific turn.
Todd opens a barbershop on top of Mrs. Lovett’s,
who is played by Kristen Hermosillo, pie shop
and Todd uses his shop to slit the throats of his
customers. Mrs. Lovett is in a way the business
partner of Todd. Reasons behind Todd’s actions are
explained throughout the musical.
The musical was performed exceptionally well
and followed the original script. The scene was set
in London and it was easy to tell because of the
London Bridge and Big Ben in the background.
Todd, played by Mark Martinez, arrives by boat to
London and the musical starts from there.
Split into two acts and an epilogue, the musical
did not leave out much. The important scenes
were all played out as they were done in Burton’s
musical remake.
All of the songs were recreated exactly how they
were originally done. Scenes that were played out
included close details in who said what and how
someone reacted to what was going on with Todd
and the other characters.
Cast outfits resembled those of the Victorian Era,
which made the musical that much more realistic.
The cast that played the town members acted and
danced with a lot of enthusiasm. Makeup on the
cast was done well, but I hoped that Todd and Mrs.
Lovett would have had more makeup done.
I expected Todd to have white pasty skin and a
white streak of hair and for Mrs. Lovett to look
like a crazy woman. The hair, makeup and outfits
were still okay, but I would have preferred some
more improvement.
Judge Turpin, played by David Murphy, and his
assistant, The Beadle, played by John G. Bridges,
did a fantastic job acting together. The relationship
they had was played out very well. In Tim Burton’s
version of “Sweeney Todd,” Judge Turpin was played
by Alan Rickman. Murphy didn’t let me down as he
played Turpin.
Having watched the Tim Burton version, I
wondered how the live musical was going to play
certain parts. When Todd kills off the victims, they
were sent down a hole to burn, which eventually
Mrs. Lovett used in her meat pies.
The live musical did the same and I was very excited
to see that. As Todd killed each person, they were sent
down yet another hole and it was done efficiently.
After the first act there was a short intermission
to get the set ready for Act II and the epilogue. The
epilogue consisted of the entire cast singing “The
ballad of Sweeney Todd.”
Overall Hauge did an amazing job directing the
musical and the cast did a great job executing the
musical numbers.

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_
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Akbayan presents Pilipino culture through performance
BY KYLEE BAIRD
Staff Writer
Traditional Pilipino dance, modern hip-hop and a
Tagalog choir took center stage at Akabayan’s 29th
annual Pilipino Cultural Night: “Unspoken Words”
this past weekend at the Hammer Theatre.
Every spring semester Akbayan, a Pilipino-based
organization, showcases this cultural production to
educate others about the origins and roots of Pilipino
dance, as well as more modern and contemporary dances.
The showcase was a student-run program which
featured a storyline, skits, singing and ranged from
modern to traditional Pilipino dances.
PCN sold out two shows leading Akabayan to add
a matinee on Sunday morning. Students and families
filled all 532 seats at each showing.
The audience was a rowdy and interactive crowd.
Attendees heckled at certain parts of the skits when
they didn’t agree with the characters decisions and
made comments when they agreed.
There were dances in between the skits that told
the story of a Pilipino-American college student who
chased after his dream of becoming a spoken word
artist but faced some obstacles on the way.
The cast was made up of almost 200 students
ranging in ethnicity, age and major.
“I was hesitant at first to join the club, let alone
PCN because I’m not Pilipino, but the coordinator
and everyone in the cast makes you feel so welcome,
like you’re part of a family,” said junior economics
major Simar Kaur. “There was not a time during
practices or the shows where I felt out of place or
awkward because I’m from a different culture, which
is Indian.”
The Pilipino-based organization, Akbayan, is a club
on campus which strives to increase the knowledge of
the Pilipino heritage and culture.
“Akbayan is such an amazing, life-changing
organization,” said SJSU alumna Clarissa Balallo. “I
feel comfortable and at home.”
The cast practiced for nearly four months in order
to perfect its showcase, making the bond stronger
between the members of the organization.
“A thing about Pilipino culture is that it’s family
oriented in itself,” Balallo said. “It’s not about one
person. It’s about the organization as a whole. Looking
out for one another and making sure everyone is on
the same page.”
Akbayan members participated in the cultural showcase
to educate themselves more about their culture.

KYLEE BAIRD | SPARTAN DAILY
(Top) Akbayan members perform a Mountain cultural dance called Idaw during the Pilipino Cultural Night on Saturday at
Hammer Theatre. (Bottom) Gabbie Cailipan performs a southern island dance called Pagapir.

“I enjoyed the show because it showcased a mixture
of Pilipino culture and dance,” said electrical
engineering junior Vincent Arce. “My favorite
aspect would be cultural, specifically the mountain
cultural dance because I did it when I did PCN and it
symbolizes strength.”
Many involved expressed their acknowledgment of how
the show is a student-run performance and how is should
continue to be an annual show for the years to come.
“Students should come out and see the show next
year to see all the hard work other students put
into the production,” Arce said. “It will let Pilipino
students learn more about their roots and allow
people who are of other ethnicities to learn about the
Pilipino culture.”

Follow Kylee on Twitter
@kyleemakae
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Kesha is still unable to wake up from her nightmare
Jaleny Reyes
Staff Writer

A

fter years of an ongoing legal battle
between Kesha and Dr. Luke, Sony
finally reported it dropped the
music producer.
Yet this doesn’t necessarily mean Kesha
is free from him. In fact, many outlets
speculate this will only complicate
things more.
The battle between the two started
back in 2014 when Kesha sued Dr. Luke
for sexual assault and battery, sexual
harassment, gender violence, emotional
abuse and violation of California
business practices.
According to the Washington Post,
Kesha also asked the court to release her
from a contract which required her to
produce six records with him.
In response, Dr. Luke accused the singer
of “defamation and lying about her claims

toxic working relationship.”
The reason for this is because the
singer is still required under contract to
release three six-song albums with her
alleged abuser. In addition, the article
also explained that Kesha’s attorney
claimed this has to be done no matter
how many years it takes and having Sony
out of the picture only complicates the
process more.
I’m glad some justice has finally been
served for Kesha, but it’s heartbreaking to
see that she will be forced to continue to
work with a man who has damaged her
physically and emotionally.
I may not be a fan of her music, but she
is a human being.
No human deserves to continue working
with a man who has done what he did to her.
It was time for Sony to take action. I
just wish something else would be done to
save Kesha from working with him.

just to get out of her contract and find a
She claimed that Dr. Luke would
continuously threatened her with
more lucrative deal elsewhere.”
To make matters worse, in February ruining her career if she ever spoke up
2016 a New York Supreme Court justice about the issue.
In a study by the Association of
declined a preliminary injunction to
temporarily allow Kesha to produce Women for Action and Research
music outside of her label while a (AWARE), out of 272 people, 54 percent
have experienced some sort of sexual
decision on the case was pending.
Not long after the justice declined her harassment in the workplace and 79
percent of those
some
freedom,
were women.
Kesha posted on
I may not be a fan of
As for Kesha, the
Instagram
saying
that she was offered
Guardian reported
her music, but she is
a deal that would
that Dr. Luke is no
a human being. No
make her lie about
longer the CEO of
human deserves to
the incidents and
Kemosabe Records
publicly apologize.
continue working with and that the page
that was dedicated
“I will not take
a man who has done
to his work has
back the TRUTH.”
what he did to her.
been removed from
Kesha said.
“I
Sony's website.
would rather let
According to a different article by
the truth ruin my career than lie for a
the Washington Post, this does not
monster ever again.”
Kesha made it clear that she was mean victory for the singer. According
to the article, “Kesha’s attorneys have
offended and rightfully retaliated.
I don’t blame her. I’m sure she was claimed, if Sony were to cut ties with
telling the truth all along, but chose to Dr. Luke, that could potentially make
keep it hidden out of fear.
it harder for her to break free of their

“

Follow Jaleny on Twitter
@jalenryreyes
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SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

JOKIN’
AROUND
Why did the barber win
the race?
He took ashortcut
Why did the dinosaur
cross the road?
The chicken joke wasn’t
invented yet

SOLUTIONS
ACROSS
. 1 Frequently, oldstyle
4 The “forbidden
dance” of the early
‘90s
.11 Pop the question
14 Component of a
basketball
15 Earth’s big belt
16 60 sec.
17 Feeling at a haunted house’s front
door
19 Free throw score
20 Critical
21 Geological epoch
23 Mournful poem
25 Suffix with “high”
or “quick”
28 Peace Prize name
29 Gooey road surface
30 Edible tropical root
32 Boys
33 Give the go-ahead
37 Highest country in
the world
39 Feeling of extreme
nervousness
43 4:1, e.g.
44 Kind of salad
46 Grapefruit relative
49 “Approximately”
51 Hit the slopes
52 Places for dips
54 “Hallow” ender
55 Acted sheepish?
57 Pay what’s due
59 Crackers, nuts or
bananas

61 Word after “living,”
“tight” or “dead”
62 Feeling of alarm or
dread
67 Brazilian city,
familiarly
68 Oil company’s role
69 Feminine pronoun
70 D.C. pol
71 Suitability
72 Very small child
DOWN
. 1 Big goofy, clumsy
guy
. 2 Giant’s word in a
fairy tale
3 Go from border to
border
4 Southpaw
5 Colorful preﬁx with
“marine” or “lung”
6 Much-mocked
hairstyle
. 7 Block or outlaw
8 Chowed down
9 One pill before
bed, e.g.
10 Fire-related crime
.11 Pseudopod
organism
12 Offended God
13 Tips off a proposal
18 Tractor trailer, in
slang
22 Lassie’s breed
23 Southwest calculation
24 Mascara target
26 Where the NHL’s
Sharks play

27 Christmas mainstay
31 Oil cartel letters
34 In a creepy, macabre way
35 Where the center
is the tallest?
36 Jackson Five
member
38 Governing org. for
lawyers
40 Dublin’s land
41 Huxley, Lamb or
Bacon, e.g.
42 “For heaven’s ___!”
45 Get ___ of (purge)
46 Some berths or
dentures
47 One of the title
kids in an ‘80s ﬁlm
48 “The Call of the
Wild” author Jack
50 Connected to the
Internet
53 “Kama ___” (love
manual)
55 Big game swine
56 Common forest
insect
58 Make ready
60 Dedicated poems
63 Baby newt
64 ATM “code”
65 “So that’s what
you’re up to!”
66 Part of a tennis
courtzzzzz
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Family helps me when I need them the most
Payje Redmond
Staff Writer

F

riends may make us seem
whole, but it’s really family who
unconditionally love us.
Although this may not always be the
case, there’s usually at least one family
member reaching out to form a bond.
My childhood became 10 times better
when my younger sister was born.
I was an only child for 10 years of my
life. Sure, I always had friends at birthday
parties and playdates, but it wasn’t the
same as having a biological sister.
Admittedly, I may not have
appreciated her enough at first, but as
I matured, I learned we will always be
there for each other.

Having family gives humans a way to
connect to culture and carry heritage.
My guardians may be helicopter
parents, but knowing they care deeply
about my safety is reassuring.
I have some best friends that I would
die for, but I’m not guaranteed they’ll
die for me when they can’t even answer
my phone calls. My family members,
however, will always answer my call, and
if they miss it I am at least guaranteed
an instant text message.
Television channels, shows and movies
have categories solemnly dedicated to family.
According to CNN, these types of shows
sell well because the content is relatable.
“It's ‘Oh yeah, I've got one of those,’
or ‘I came from a family like that,’”
said Walter Podrazik, a consulting
curator of the Museum of Broadcast
Communications, to CNN.
There are signs of the family bond
everywhere we look. It can be found in

magazine titles, movie categories, social
media, restaurants — the list goes on to
other mediums.
American culture is tied around family.
It’s the reason why people have kids,
get jobs and buy houses. Our nation —
along with many others — is designed to
create and foster a family atmosphere.
The common notion that blood is thicker
than water goes back to biblical times.
According to the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints website, “The family
is ordained of God and is central to His
plan for eternal destiny of His children.”
From biblical times through the 19th
century, family was essential to survival.
Sometimes your friends turn into
family, like a childhood friend who
later becomes the best man or maid of
honor at your wedding. The difference
however, is you don’t live for your
friends the way you do for your family.
Family can also equate to satisfaction,

according to research done by Dr. Bronwyn
of Edith Cowan University of Australia.
Bronwyn studied types of families
that are the most content for five years.
The research concluded that the most
life satisfaction was found among the
parents of large families.
Strong families follow the pattern of
commitment, according to Advocates for
Youth, an organization that advocates
for policies and champions programs
that recognize young people’s rights.
“Along with our need for love, our
most important human need is the
need for appreciation,” according to
Advocates for Youth.
The blood bond we have with
family members makes them eternally
committed to us.

Follow Payje on Twitter
@Theyasked

It’s not worth losing a friend over diﬀering political views
Selina Ramirez
Staff Writer
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efore the 2016 presidential election,
losing a friend over political
differences wasn’t something I
considered a possibility for myself — or
anyone else for that matter.
However, the results of the election
proved otherwise. It almost single-handedly
ended friendships and created a feeling of
divisiveness still present three months into
President Donald Trump’s term.
According to a Monmouth University
poll, 1 in 14 Americans say they have lost a
friend after the presidential election.
This recent election brought issues into
question that proved to be more divisive than
we’ve seen in any other recent elections.
We had a candidate who made comments
about women that were dismissed as
“locker room talk” and as former First
Lady Michelle Obama put it, “a powerful
individual speaking freely and openly about
sexually predatory behavior.”
There was an overwhelming feeling
of exclusion that stemmed from Trump’s
discriminative politics. In his speeches and
notorious Twitter rants, Trump perpetuated
the idea that different groups of people were
the root of the problems in the United States.
As a woman, it’s difficult to imagine
myself maintaining a relationship with
someone who supports a presidential
candidate that has made public derogatory
remarks about women’s bodies in such an
abhorrent way.
As a Mexican, it’s even more puzzling to
think I could be friends with people that
support a presidential candidate that referred
to Mexicans as “rapists” and “murderers.”
I would hope that neither men nor women,
Latino or not, would be okay with someone who
is a candidate for the country’s highest office
speaking that way about anyone, but as the
election results proved, that’s just not the case.

And when you’re a star, they
let you do it. You can do
anything. Grab ’em by the
pussy. You can do anything.
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[Mexicans are] going to build
a plant and illegals are going
drive those cars right over the
border ... And they’ll probably
end up stealing the cars.

Information gathered from PBS, The New York Times and AM New York.

INFOGRAPHIC BY SELINA RAMIREZ
Respect is a basic component of friendship.
Regardless of how infuriating Trump’s
misogynistic, racist and discriminatory
rants are, it would be counterproductive to
end relationships with those that don’t share
my sentiments.
The way to counter divisive rhetoric is to
consider viewpoints different than mine.
Giving in to the “us versus them” mentality
is how we got to this point.
We have made an attempt to preserve
relationships with those that have drastically
different views than ours by assuming it is
strictly political, not personal.

I think those that have succeeded in
maintaining relationships with someone
they don’t share political views with have
dismissed the topic of politics all together,
or have made the far-fetched assumption
that the political is not personal.
Everyone wants to feel included. It’s a
part of our innate desire to feel like we are
a part of a group. Regardless of what our
political views may be, and especially if
they are different than those of our friends’,
ending relationships will only perpetuate
the divisiveness present in America.
At the end of the day, you’re never going

to change my opinion and I’m never going to
change yours. All that will result is the loss
of a friendship and a whole lot of energy.
The best we can do as individuals is
to allow ourselves to consider a different
opinion than our own.
It is just one of many ways we can counter
the division between people that are more
alike us than we think.

Follow Selina on Twitter
@selina_ramirez_

Skin color can be a double-edged sword of privilege
Elizabeth Rodriguez
Staff Writer

A

s someone who is a light-skinned
Latina, I have experienced better
treatment because people think
I’m white. To think that everyone within
the Latinx community is equal to one
another is not true. There is a great divide
within the community depending on how
light or dark your skin pigmentation is.
“I received special treatment from high
school counselors and teachers just based
off the lack of pigment in my skin,” said
sociology sophomore Brenda Sanchez. “I
didn’t participate in many extracurricular
activities or do much in my school
community, however, somehow I would
get summons more to discuss my future
and how to get there, whereas my peers
who were dark-skinned didn’t receive that
much attention.”
To some, I have been considered
beautiful because of my fair skin.
Growing up, I heard comments from
friends and family telling me how lucky or
beautiful they thought I was because I was
so light. Comments like those continued
throughout school when classmates would

ask me if I even spoke Spanish because I
didn’t necessarily look Latina.
When I was in high school, a couple
of girls were sitting directly behind me
and were talking about me in Spanish,
thinking that I wouldn’t understand them.
A couple of days later, the same girls saw
my Spanish textbook and asked if I spoke
the language. They looked surprised that
I spoke Spanish which reminded me that
even though I am Latina, to some, I don’t
really look like it.
After a couple of years, I began
to understand that because I looked
slightly different than everyone else in
the Latinx community, I would continue
to get questioned my origins and what
language I spoke.
Along with questions, I also received
comments from family. My aunt in
particular would call me “Blancanieves”
which translates to “Snow White.” The
comments she made subconsciously made
me think that my skin tone was something
to be praised.
I never payed much attention to my skin
and how it correlates to me being Latina
until others began to point it out to me.
To understand the topic of colorism
within the Latinx community, we must
know that Latinx come from all over.
In my family in particular, my greatgrandmother was from Spain. She had a

lighter complexion, with blonde hair and
blue eyes. Although my grandmother
was born with a darker pigmentation, my
mother was the only one that was lighter
compared to her brothers and sisters.
Since my mother was lighter, I was also
born with a lighter skin tone.
Because people kept telling me I was
lucky to be so light-skinned and that
I could pass for being white, I began to
realize that to some, being considered
white is good.
Having a lighter complexion is
considered good within the Latinx
community because some have been
discriminated against for their darker
skin tone. Ones who never faced this form
of discrimination were those who were
white or light-skinned, like me.
This great divide also affects people
in their everyday life. Jennifer L.
Hochschild, government and AfricanAmerican studies professor at Harvard
College, conducted a study about how
skin color affects the lives of different
communities’ members.
In the study, Hochschild discussed how
people have been discriminated against
in the workplace or have been denied
housing because of their skin color.
“A few have even prevailed in
court,” Hochschild said. “Including
one against Applebee’s restaurant

where a dark-skinned black employee
was discriminated against by a lightskinned black supervisor and another
in which a Latino was denied rental
housing based on his skin color by a
Latino of lighter complexion.”
I don’t recall a time where I was treated
less than a person because I was Mexican,
and I also can’t help but think that it had
to do with the way that I looked. Although
I’ve also been told that I have distinct
Latin features, I am aware much of my
privilege is because of my skin tone.
Within the Latinx community it’s not
uncommon to be told that “you should
marry someone white” because white
is considered not only good, but will
guarantee you privilege and status.
I am aware of my privilege that comes
with my skin tone. Due to the way I look
and the way people treat me, I sometimes
question “Am I Mexican enough? If I am,
am I denying my American culture?”
The answer is no. Whether light or darkskinned, Spanish or English-speaking
or both, I am Mexican-American and a
human being, just like everyone else.

Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove
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Golden State didn’t need Kevin Durant and still doesn’t
David Taub
Staff Writer

Kevin Durant is one of the best players in the NBA
and has been for quite some time now. However, the
Warriors did not need him to become a championship
caliber team.
He is a player that any team would dream of having on
its roster. However, the Warriors have been the favorites
to win the NBA Finals for the last three years.
No, what the Warriors needed to do at the end of last
season, when the dream acquiring KD became a reality,
was to get him off of the Oklahoma City Thunder.
Golden State needed to make sure he didn’t end up
leading any of the Warriors strong competitors.
The Spurs, the Clippers and the Thunder were trying
to acquire Durant and if any of those teams were able to
come to terms with him it could have created a potential
shift in power in the Western Conference.
Golden State has made it to the NBA Finals the last
two seasons. It won the championship in 2015 against
the Cleveland Cavaliers and lost in 2016 when the Cavs
got their chance to get even. If Golden State continues
to play the way they have been in this postseason it
looks like the team will have its third straight chance to
win the Larry O’Brien Trophy.

Picking up Durant didn’t give the Warriors anything
they didn’t already have, however, it simply added
another great shooter and offensive threat on a team
that is flush with them.
More important for the Warriors than picking up
the four-time scoring champ was making sure they no
longer had to go up against KD as part of the Thunder
or any other team in the playoffs. Getting KD would
have pretty much punched any team’s tickets to the
postseason by adding the “Slim Reaper” to their squad.
Even with Russell Westbrook having averaged a
triple-double this season — a feat that has not been
accomplished since Oscar Robertson in 1962— the
Thunder didn’t make it out of the fi rst round of
the playoffs.
Last season, the Warriors played a seven-game series
against Oklahoma City in the Western Conference
Finals and for a moment it looked like that was where
the Warriors season would come to an end. The Warriors
lost three of the fi rst four games against Durant and
the Thunder only to come back and win the last three
games in a row to advance to the NBA Finals.
Golden State would ultimately go on to lose to Lebron
James and the Cavaliers after winning three of the fi rst
four games.
The best piece of evidence that the Warriors didn’t
need Durant to be a dominant team this season took

place between Feb. 28 and April 5. Durant went down
with a knee Injury just after the tipoff against the
Washington Wizards on Feb. 28 and did not rejoin the
team on the court until April 8 against the New Orleans
Pelicans. During that time, the Warriors won 15 of 20
games and went on a 13-game win streak.
Oklahoma City had a poor performance against the
Houston Rockets in the fi rst round of the playoffs this
year as it was only able to win one game against the
Rockets in a fi rst-round bow out.
We will never know whether or not the Thunder could
have won that series if they still had KD, but what we
can be pretty sure of is that they would have at least won
more than one game.
The Warriors swept the Portland Trailblazers in their
fi rst series of this postseason, however, it was expected
that the Warriors would dominate the Blazers.
What is a bigger victory for Golden State is that
they won’t have to face a Thunder team that, if it still
had Durant, could make the road to the NBA Finals a
difficult one for the Warriors.

Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3

NBA WESTERN CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Golden State Warriors vs Utah Jazz

Corrections
On Thursday, April 27, the Spartan Daily published
an article “International athletes connect with SJSU
through sports” in which Tamara Culibrk was
misidentified in a quote. The Spartan Daily
regrets this error.

On Thursday, April 27, the Spartan Daily published
a photo in “San Jose State embraces rivalry
with Fresno State” in which Rachol West was
misidentified. The Spartan Daily regrets this error.
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Tennis team wins its first Mountain West Championship
BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF JUSTIN TAFOYA & NCAA PHOTOS
Marine Dans (left) embraces Gaelle Rey after Rey’s championship-clinching singles victory on Sunday.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SJSU TENNIS TEAM
The women’s tennis team won SJSU Athletic’s second Mountain West Championship by beating UNLV.

The No. 3 seed San Jose State
women’s tennis team took down
No. 1 University of Nevada,
Las Vegas on the Rebels’
home court Sunday to win
the conference’s claim as the
best team.
SJSU faced three different
schools in the tournament
over the weekend including
the University of New Mexico,
Air Force and UNLV and
won the matches 4-3, 4-0 and
4-0 respectively.
The women’s tennis team is
only the second progam for any
SJSU sports team to capture the
Mountain West Championship
since SJSU joined the conference
in 2013.
“It’s phenomenal,” said coach
Chad Skorupka. “It’s so amazing
to finish on such a high note.”
The last time the Spartans
(14-7, 2-2 MW) played against
UNLV (18-8, 4-1 MW) was in
early April when, in a close
match, SJSU managed to beat the
Runnin’ Rebels 4-3.
“We played them two or
three weeks ago so we already
knew them,” said senior Marie
Klocker. “We know each player,
we know what they do and how
they play.”
Back in March, SJSU was
coming off of a five-time
winning streak. Its streak was
broken by Fresno State where the
Spartans lost by 4-3.
SJSU had a rough start in a
doubles competition against
New Mexico at the start of the
tournament Friday. The Lobos
came up short, losing three
matches and winning three.
Junior Sybille Gauvain and
senior Marie Klocker won
their doubles matches 6-1 and
SJSU won four out of its six
singles matches.
“It was amazing,” Klocker said.
“I couldn’t believe it, we had so

many people cheering for us. I
was just trying to stay focused.”
The Spartans played Air Force
Saturday and dominated. They
won all three singles matches in
result of 6-4, 6-5 and 6-1.
During singles competition,
the team did not lose momentum
and won all six matches.
“We’re in good shape right
now,” Klocker said. “We get
more and more confident after
every match.”
On the third and final day,
SJSU and UNLV tied during
singles matches. Senior Marine
Dans explained that they needed
to focus on doubles matches
if they wanted to be the new
Mountain West Champions since
they have not been doing so well
compared to singles.
Although
Klocker
and
Gauvain lost their first match,
the Spartans managed to win
two matches against UNLV 7-5
and 6-3.
Coach Skorupka said New
Mexico was going to be a
challenge for the Spartans during
the tournament but after they
beat them, they would do well
playing Air Force and UNLV.
Overall the tennis team has
had a successful season during
which they managed to win the
majority of their double and
singles matches.
“We match up well against
UNLV,” Skorupka said. “It’s
OK to feel nervous, but the
more nervous you feel, you
defeat more.”
The Spartans continue their
postseason pursuit in the NCAA
Championships starting on May
12 and ending on May 29.
Tournament
seeding
will
be determined at 2:30 p.m.
this afternoon.

Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove

GOLD STANDARD

BY ISABELLE THAM
Staff Writer
For one student athlete, following her father’s footsteps
was something she tried to avoid like the plague. Now,
after years of playing, she cannot get enough of the game
of volleyball.
Women’s volleyball player Giulia Gàvio, who plays on
both the indoor and beach teams, is in her second year at
San Jose State and brings years of international volleyball
experience from her native Brazil to the program.
“When I started playing volleyball, I just fell in love,”
Gàvio said.
Her father, Giovane Gàvio, is a two-time Olympic gold
medalist in men’s volleyball. It was his volleyball career
that initially made Giulia want to stray away from the sport.
“I was afraid of people judging me if I was better than
him or worse than him,” Gàvio said.
Growing up, Gàvio began swimming and playing tennis
then tried volleyball “just for fun.”
Playing volleyball just for fun didn’t last long as Gàvio’s
love for the sport soon kicked into high gear.
Since her start in 2009, Gàvio has played for the Brazilian
Youth National Team, which won the South American
Championship in 2011. Her club team, Flamengo, won the
Copa Minas International Volleyball Tournament in both
2012 and 2013.

“

I was afraid of people judging
me if I was better than him
or worse than him.
Giulia Gàvio
SJSU outside hitter

The transition from life in Brazil to the United States
was difficult for Gàvio – especially since her family was
so close.
“She’s been really starting to flourish as an athlete,” said
beach volleyball head coach Aaron Shepardson. Gàvio
suffered an abdominal injury last year, leaving her with
little play time on the court. “She’s learned to play at a
higher gear — I think, as a very aggressive competitor.”

Luckily for Gàvio, her teammate and friend, sophomore
Luiza Andrade, has been by her side through it all.
“I think it’s the best way to pass through everything,”
Andrade said of their friendship. “It’s good to have
someone that knows you, knows how to talk
to you and how to deal with you inside and
outside the court.”
Gàvio and Andrade have been playing
together since 2009. Together, they have
endured years on the same club volleyball
team, on the national team and then both got
cut from the national team the year after.
“I wouldn’t have come without her, to be
honest,” Gàvio said. “[It’s] because I’m so shy
and having her with me was so comfortable.”
She added that the strength she finds in her
teammates is the most humbling part about
playing volleyball at San Jose State.
“I will have them for the rest of my life,”
Gàvio said. “We always talk about our weddings and
meeting after we have children. I think that’s the best
thing ever, having people that I know who are gonna
love me forever.”
The solace that Gàvio’s teammates offer after what
she describes as intense, grueling practices seems
like just the kind of relief fit for her student-athlete
schedule.
During peak season her day began with breakfast
at 5 a.m. followed by an hour of weights, three hours
of beach volleyball practice and a seven hour block
for class.
Although she noted the intense practices are the
more difficult aspect of playing volleyball, Gàvio
added that she wouldn’t want to be doing anything else.
Hopefully, she said, she will be able to continue playing
professionally after graduation.
“I forget about everything that’s going on in my life when
I’m inside the court,” Gàvio said. “I can have problems
with my family or friends outside of the court, but when I
start playing it’s just like therapy for me.”

Follow Isabelle on Twitter
@isabelletham
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International student-athlete
digs into her family roots

